
YEAR 9– ART – STILL LIFE

C     DRAWING STILL LIFE

A        DEFINITIONS

Still Life
An arrangements of objects, grouped together and drawn 
together

Context
Still life have been used by artists to practice their materials, 
techniques and processes to develop technical skill, at times 
they are used as symbolic representation.

Sketch Light, rough outline to position an object or drawing

Proportion The relative size of one part to another e.g height and width

Form The 3D shape of an object

Detail The smaller intricacies e.g labels, text, reflections

Tone
The lightness or darkness of something – this could be a shade, 
or how dark or light a colour appears. Often recorded with a 
pencil. Large range of tones is best

Drawing 
techniques

Pencil, Pen and wash, biro, stick and ink, pointalist

Composition
The arrangement and/ position of elements within a piece of 
art work

Man made v 
natural form

Man made objects are made by machine, often display 
symmetry. Natural form shapes are organ, often curved and 
textured

Historical v 
Contempora
ry

Historical artists are no longer alive and past, where as 
contemporary artists are living and often working in today’s 
society

Design cycle Research-record- develop- experiment- realisation- evaluate

B KEY ARTISTS

Loui Jover- Pen  
Contemporary

Seurat- Pointalism
Impressionism J. Fish- watercolour

Contemporary
C Beecher-Collage

Contemporary
Van Gogh- Directional

Impressionism



BIOLOGY – YEAR 9  – CELL  B IOLOGY 

A KEY KNOWLEDGE

1 Cell
The basic unit of a living organism.
Different types of cell have different structures or 
features so it can carry out specific tasks.

2 Eukaryotic Complex cell found in plants and animals.

3 Prokaryotic Type of simple cell, has no nucleus or mitochondria. 
e.g. bacteria.

4 Specialised 
Cells Adapted to a special function or environment.

5 Cell 
Differentiation

The process in which a cell changes from one cell 
type to another.

6 Light/Optical 
Microscope

Common and uses visible light and can magnify 
images to x1500.

7 Electron 
Microscope

Used in large laboratories and Universities. Uses 
electrons and can magnify images to x500,000.

8 Magnification The ability to make small objects seem larger.

9 Magnification = Size of Image
Real size of object

10 Resolution The detail that can be seen of the image under the 
microscope.

B ORGANELLES
1 Cell Membrane Surrounds cell and controls what comes in and out.

2 Nucleus Contains the genetic material (DNA) which controls 
the activities of the cell.

3 Mitochondria Releases energy by the process of respiration.

4 Cytoplasm Substance where most chemical reactions happen.

5 Cell wall Cellulose and gives structure and strength to cell.

6 Permanent 
vacuole

Contains cell sap and helps give structure to plant 
cell.

7 Chloroplast

Contains chlorophyll a green pigment which 
absorbs light energy from the sun. The plant uses 
this to make glucose (food) in a process called 
photosynthesis.

8 Ribosomes Protein synthesis.

C CELL STRUCTURES

1 Cell Membrane 5 Chloroplast

2 Cytoplasm 6 Vacuole

3 Nucleus 7 Cell Wall

4 Animal Cell 8 Plant Cell

1
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BIOLOGY – YEAR 9 – CELL DIVISION 

A KEY KNOWLEDGE
1 Nucleus Contains the genetic material (DNA) which controls the 

activities of the cell.

2 Gene Length of DNA. Each gene gives information for a different 
characteristic e.g., eye colour.

3 Chromosome

The nucleus of a cell contains chromosomes made of DNA 
molecules. Each chromosome carries a large number of 
genes. In body cells the chromosomes are normally found in 
pairs. 

4 Mitosis
Division of body cells that results in two daughter cells each 
having the same number and kind of chromosomes as the 
parent nucleus. Needed for growth and repair.

5 Differentiation The process in which a cell changes from one cell type to 
another.

6 Stem Cell Stem cells are undifferentiated cells that can differentiate 
into various types of specialised cells.

7 Stem Cell Uses Renewable resource of replacement cells to treat diseases 
such as paralysis.

8 Embryonic stem 
cells

Can be cloned and made to differentiate into most different 
types of human cells.

9 Adult stem cells Found in bone marrow, can become different types of blood 
cells.

10 Meristem Tissue in plants can differentiate into any type of plant cell, 
throughout the life of the plant.

11 Meristem uses Protects rare species of plant from extinction.

C THERAPEUTIC CLONING 

1 Definition An embryo is produced with the 
same genes as the patient. 

2 Advantage Not rejected by the body.

B CELL CYCLE

1 Cell grows increasing number of sub-cellular 
structures such as ribosomes and mitochondria.

2 DNA replicates to form two copies of each 
chromosome.

3 One set of chromosomes is pulled to each end of 
the cell and the nucleus divides.

4 Cytoplasm and cell membranes divide to form two 
identical cells.

5 Two genetically identical daughter cells are formed. 
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CHEMISTRY – YEAR 9 – ATOMIC STRUCTURE & THE PERIODIC TABLE

A ATOMIC STRUCTURE

1 Atom

The smallest part of an element. 
Neutral.  Number of protons = 
number of electrons. Radius 
roughly 0.1nm

2 Element
One type of atom.
Examples: Hydrogen H2, Helium 
He, Nitrogen N2.

3 Compound
Two or more different types of 
elements chemically bonded.  E.g. 
water H2O, 

4 Proton
Positive subatomic particle found 
in the nucleus. Charge +1. Relative 
mass 1

5 Neutron
Neutral subatomic particle found in 
the nucleus. Charge 0. Relative 
mass 1.

6 Electron

Negative subatomic particle found 
around the nucleus in 
shells/energy levels. Charge -1. 
Relative mass 0 (negligible)  

7 Shells

Energy levels that surround the 
nucleus and contain electrons.  
Electrons must occupy the lowest 
available energy levels (shells) 
first.

8 Octet rule

2,8,8.  Shells must be filled from 
the inner shell to the outer shell. 1st

shell - maximum 2 electrons, 2nd

shell up to 8 electrons, 3rd shell up 
to 8 electrons

B HISTORY OF THE ATOM

1 Dalton's atom Atom was described as a tiny 
sphere that could not be divided.

2
Plum 
pudding 
model

Thompson discovered the 
electron. Thought the atom was a 
sphere of positive charge with 
negative electrons embedded in it.

3 Nuclear 
Model

Rutherford discovered the nucleus 
by firing alpha particles at a gold 
sheet. 

4 Bohr 
model

Proposed electrons orbit the 
nucleus in shells.

5 Chadwick Discovered the neutron – led to 
the explanation of isotopes.

A ATOMIC STRUCTURE

9 Electron 
configuration

A representation of how electron 
shells are filled in an element.  E.g. 
2,8,1 for sodium (11 electrons). 

10
Dot-cross 
diagram for an 
atom

E.g. Sodium has 11 
electrons, 1st shell : 2,
2nd shell: 8, 3rd shell: 1

11 Isotopes Atoms of the same element which 
have different numbers of neutrons.

12
Calculating 
relative atomic 
mass 

Ar =



CHEMISTRY – YEAR 9 – ATOMIC STRUCTURE & THE PERIODIC TABLE

B PERIODIC TABLE

1 Modern 
periodic table

Contains all known elements. 
Currently 118.  Arranged by atomic 
number (No. of protons).  Elements 
arranged in the same group have 
similar properties.

2 Mendeleev’s 
table

Early periodic table was arranged in 
order of atomic weight. Gaps were left 
for undiscovered elements. Discovery 
of neutrons and isotopes explained 
why ordering by atomic weight was 
not always correct.

3 Newland’s 
Octaves

He arranged all the elements known 
at the time into a table in order 
of atomic weight.

4 Group 
number

Columns in the periodic table.  All 
elements in a group have the same 
number of valence (outer shell) 
electrons.

5 Period
Rows in the periodic table. Also tells 
us the number of electron shells an 
element has.

6 Mass number Sum of the protons and neutrons in 
an atom.

7 Atomic 
number

Number of protons in an atom.  Also 
equal to the number of electrons in a 
atom as it is neutral.

8 Metals and 
non-metals

Metals are found on the left of the 
periodic table but non-metals are 
found on the top right.  Metals form 
positive ions.  Non-metals form 
negative ions.

B GROUPS

1 Group 1

The alkali metals. 1 electron in outer 
shell.  More reactive as you go down 
the group.  Reacts vigorously with 
water to form a metal hydroxide and 
hydrogen: 
E.g. 2Na(s) + 2H2O(l) → 2NaOH(aq) + H2(g)
Reacts with halogens to form salts:  
E.g. 2Na(s) + Cl2(g) → 2NaCl(s)
Reacts with oxygen to form oxides: 
E.g. 2Na(s) + 2H2O(l) → 2NaOH(aq) + H2(g)

2 Group 2 The alkali earth metals. Form +2 ions.

3 Transition 
metals

Used in goods and as catalysts in 
industry. Many form coloured ions 
with different charges. Properties are 
different to group 1 metals.  Good 
conductors of heat & electricity; 
Malleable, high m.p (except mercury); 
usually hard & tough; high density. 

4 Group 7

The halogens.  Each have 7 electrons 
in outer shell. Reactivity decreases as 
you go down the group.  As you go 
down the group, melting point, boiling 
point and mass all increase.  A more 
reactive halogen can displace a less 
reactive halogen from it’s group. 
E.g. Cl2 + 2KI → 2KCl + I2

5 Group 0

The noble gases.  All have a full outer 
shell so very stable and mostly 
unreactive.  Boiling point increases 
going down the group as the atoms 
get larger.
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CHEMISTRY – YEAR 9 – ATOMIC STRUCTURE & THE PERIODIC TABLE
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B REACTION PROFILES

1

Exothermic Reactions

2

Enothermic Reactions

CHEMISTRY – YEAR 9 – Energy Changes Foundation

C ENERGY CHANGES OF REACTIONS
7. Polystyrene Cup

8 Thermometer

9 Lid

10 Large Beaker

11 Reaction Mixture

12 Cotton Wool

13 Independent Variable What is changed. E.g. mass of salt

14 Dependent Variable What is being measured. E.g. temperature change 
(difference between initial and final temperature)

15 Control Variable What needs to be kept the same for a fair test. E.g. 
volume of water

7

8 9 10

11

12

A ENERGY CHANGES OF REACTIONS

1 Conservation 
of Energy

Energy is never destroyed
It is transferred to the surroundings or 
products.

2 Breaking 
Bonds

Energy is absorbed from the surrounding to 
the particles (endothermic)

3 Making Bonds Energy is released from the particles to the 
surroundings (exothermic)

4 Exothermic 
Reactions

Energy transferred to the surroundings
Surroundings heat up e.g. combustion

5 Endothermic 
Reactions

Energy transferred from the surroundings
Surroundings cool down e.g. sports injury 
pack

6 Activation 
Energy Minimum energy required to start a reaction
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B REACTION PROFILES

1

Exothermic Reactions

2

Enothermic Reactions

CHEMISTRY – YEAR 9 – Energy Changes HIGHER

C ENERGY CHANGES OF REACTIONS
8 Polystyrene Cup

9 Thermometer

10 Lid

11 Large Beaker

12 Reaction Mixture

13 Cotton Wool

14 Explain an Exothermic 
reaction

Less energy required to break bonds 
in reactants than is released making 
bonds in products

15 Explain an Endothermic 
reaction

More energy required to break bonds 
in reactants than is released making 
bonds in products

8

9 10 11

12

13

A ENERGY CHANGES OF REACTIONS

1 Conservation of 
Energy

Energy is never destroyed
It is transferred to the surroundings or 
products.

2 Breaking Bonds Energy is absorbed from the surrounding to 
the particles (endothermic)

3 Making Bonds Energy is released from the particles to the 
surroundings (exothermic)

4 Overall Energy 
Change

= energy absorbed – energy released (LEFT-
RIGHT)

5 Exothermic 
Reactions

Energy transferred to the surroundings
Surroundings heat up e.g. combustion

6 Endothermic 
Reactions

Energy transferred from the surroundings
Surroundings cool down e.g. sports injury 
pack

7 Activation 
Energy Minimum energy required to start a reaction



Computing - Year 9 - Computing Introduction Knowledge Organiser

 A - Basics

Username An identification used by a person 
with access to a computer, network, 
or online service.

Password A string of characters that allows 
access to a computer system or 
service.

Hardware The physical components of a 
Computer System.

Software The programs used on a Computer 
System.

Peripherals External devices connected to a 
Computer System.

The ‘Cloud’ On demand data storage on the 
Internet.

Back up A place where your data is kept 
safe/secure.

B - Computer System

Computer 
System

is a set of integrated devices that input, output, process, and store data 
and information.

Saving A way to keep information that you find on your Computer System.

Folder Used to organise your data on a Computer System.

Email Messages distributed by electronic means from one computer user to one 
or more recipients via a network.

Attachments A computer file sent along with an email message.

C - iPads

Dock An area that can store frequently used apps or those you accessed recently.

Home button The small, circular button at the bottom of the iPad. It's also the only button 
on the face of the tablet.

Siri A virtual assistant that is part of Apple OS operating systems.

App An application, especially as downloaded by a user to a mobile device.



DRAMA - YEAR 9 - DEVISING FOR PRACTITIONERS

A FRANTIC ASSEMBLY
Frantic Assembly creates thrilling, energetic and unforgettable theatre. The 
company attracts new and young audiences with work that reflects contemporary 
culture. Their unique physical style combines movement, design, music and text. 
Frantic's beliefs are built on the notion of collaboration. There is a great sense of 
ensemble work evident in all that they do.

1 Frantic Method
A series of tasks, each broken down into building blocks. 
This is designed to establish progress towards performance 
from the simplest discoveries.

2 Chair Duets
Physical movement based on and around chairs – includes 
touches, action, reaction, embraces, rejections, etc all 
performed at speed.to portray some sort of emotion or story.

3 Fluff Picking
A simple task that involves picking imaginary bits of fluff, 
dust, whatever, off the clothes of a partner. It betrays an 
intimacy and history between people.

4 Push Hands
Hands are placed palm to palm, the person with their hands 
on top is ‘leader’ and should explore space and levels with 
their partner. 

5 Round, By, 
Through

A string of movement material with Round-By-Through at the 
centre of each movement choice. Round = Any move that 
involves passing closely around the body of partner By = 
Slotting in move that is neat and efficient. Reducing the 
space between the partners to as small as possible. Through 
= Passing through the partner, usually confined to the upper 
body and arms.

6 The Fives Walking in unison, in beats of 5, in a grid sequence

7 Body as a Prop Creating shapes and movements with your body to replicate 
objects.

8 Lifts – Rocks 
and Ledges Using strong parts of the body to lift and support.

9 Music
Music is very important in Frantic’s work. It is used in the 
devising process to create music to and creates mood and 
atmosphere for the audience. 

10 Lighting
The lighting is usually integrated with the choreography to 
help tell the story. Lighting states drive the focus of the 
audience and help to create the atmosphere. 

B PHYSICAL THEATRE

1 Physical Theatre

The use of the body as the primary (but not exclusive) 
method for story telling. This can include dance, mime, 
demonstrative movement, use of sound to create 
atmosphere and mood, as well as dialogue

2 Symbolic 
Movement

Appropriate movement, gesture or facial expression which 
communicates a message.

3 Choreography The art or practice of designing sequences of movements of 
physical bodies in which motion or form or both are specified

4 Mime
This usually means stylised movement but can be 
comparatively realistic.

5 Status
This may be executed by use of levels or by distance or 
strength of contact, or a combination of all of these with 
voice work.

6 Proximity How close or far you are from your co-performers can be a 
source of very powerful impact. 

C DEVISING 
1 Stimulus Anything that gives you a starting point for your ideas. It 

song, a picture, a concept etc

2 Devising A process in which the whole creative team develops a 
show collaboratively.

3 Audience 
Awareness

A actors ability to know where they are going to perform and 
where the audience will be.

4 Subtext The underlying meaning of the spoken word or
movements.

5 Narrative An account of connected events; a story.



ENGLISH - YEAR 9  – BLOOD BROTHERS

A KEY WORDS
1 Exploitation treating someone unfairly in order to benefit from 

their work

2
Social Class a division of a society based on social and 

economic status

3
Privilege a special right or advantage, granted or available 

only to a particular person or group

4 Poverty the state of being extremely poor

5
Tragedy a play dealing with tragic events and having an 

unhappy ending, especially one concerning the 
downfall of the main character

6
Fate Events which are established or decided in 

advance

7 Social 
Inequality

inequality of opportunities based on social 
position, wealth or status

8
Unemployment having no job

9 Destiny the hidden power believed to control future 
events; fate

10
Disadvantaged unfavourable circumstances, especially with 

regard to financial or social opportunities

11
Superstition an irrational belief in supernatural influences, 

leading to good or bad luck

12
Depression a long and severe financial recession in an 

economy or market

C THEMES & IDEAS

1

Character 
choices by 
Russell for 

this 
musical 

play

Narrator – echoes the function of the Greek Chorus, asks the 
audience to detach and judge
Antihero – a central character who lacks conventional heroic 
attributes
Contrasting protagonists and antagonists - separated by 
wealth, social class and education – raising the idea for 
discussion around nature versus nurture

2

Structure 
choices by 
Russell for 

this 
musical 

play

Parallel – two corresponding lives/events running side by side, 
e.g. the school scenes. Links to inevitability of fate 
Cyclical – the structure of the play is cyclical as it starts and 
ends in the same place – nothing changes or improves
Reprise – a song or part of a song that is repeated. Often it is 
intermingled with a new song. E.g. Marilyn Monroe.  Musical 
theatre provides a light entertaining way of examining serious 
issues out of their normal setting

3

Education - Working class children had to pass the 11+ to gain entry to 
the grammar schools. The pass mark was kept deliberately 
high. Few children were allowed the privilege of a grammar 
school education, and even if they gained a place, the cost of 
uniform etc. may put poor parents off.  This is one way Russell 
explores the unfairness of Social Class from his society into 
his play.

4
Family 

Relationships
Russell explores where trust and loyalty should provide safety 
and protection but in reality it is often those who are closest 
that end up getting hurt by secrets and lies

B HALF TERM WRITING FOCUS

1

Planning fiction in 1st 
person –

Use of varied punctuation to 
best effect to help create a 

voice.



D APPROACH TO ANALYSIS

1
Answer the question The writer

2
Supporting quote ‘’…………….’’

3
Get technical employs

4

Layered meanings of whole quote & 
word level

INSIDE TEXT

implies

and suggests

because

5
INSIDE OR OUTSIDE TEXT but could 

symbolise

6
Link to perspectives, messages or 

contextual influences
OUTSIDE TEXT

to convey

F CONTEXT

1 Willy 
Russell

Born in 1947 in Liverpool, where the play is set. He 
came from a working class family and became a 
hairdresser after leaving school at fifteen. In later life 
he decided to go back to college. It was at college 
that he started writing plays. His plays are usually set 
in Liverpool and feature themes such as class, 
poverty and education. Russell uses his real life 
experiences as the backdrop for this play, 
referencing familiar decades to him, covering from 
the 1950s to the 1970s.

2 Liverpool

Many factories and businesses were starting to close 
down, including the docks that had been the provider 
of much wealth in the city. There were strikes over 
pay and working hours and unemployment rates 
reached a record high. In 1970s and 1980s 
Liverpool, like the rest of the country, suffered from 
recession. Liverpool became an unemployment black 
spot with no investment to aid growth. One 
consequence of Liverpool's social problems were the 
Toxteth riots of 1981. 

3 Margaret 
Thatcher 

Blood Brothers was completed in 1981, two years 
after Thatcher became prime minister. In the 1980s 
there were over 3 million people unemployed – these 
people became known as ‘Maggie’s Millions.’ 
Thatcher’s decision to leave Liverpool to ‘managed 
decline’ meant 30% of the workforce became 
unemployed, emphasising the differences between 
the upper and lower classes. 

4 Marilyn 
Monroe

An icon of glamour and luxury, she was also troubled 
and died of an overdose after becoming addicted to 
various drugs.

E PLOT STRUCTURE

1



ENGL ISH  - YEAR 9  – DYSTOPIAN  SOCIETY  

A KEY WORDS

1 Autocracy
A system of government by one person 

with absolute power

2 Authoritarian
Enforcing strict obedience to authority at 

the expense of personal freedom

3 Democracy

A system of government by the whole 

population or all the eligible members of a 

state, typically through elected 

representatives

4 Faction
A small organised dissenting group within 

a larger one, especially in politics

5 Hegemony
Leadership or dominance, especially by 

one state or social group over others

6 Individualism

A social theory favouring freedom of action 

for individuals over collective or state 

control

7 Indoctrinate
Teach a person, or group, to accept a set 

of beliefs uncritically

8 Pluralism
A system in which two or more states, 

principles, sources of authority, coexist.

9 Proletariat Working-class people

10 Satire

The use of humour, irony, exaggeration, or 

ridicule to expose and criticize people's 

stupidity

11 Totalitarian
A system of government that is dictatorial 

and requires complete subservience

12 Tyranny Cruel and oppressive government or rule

C THEMES & IDEAS

1
Animal Farm – Themes of rebellion to eliminate inequality in the face of 

corruption and fear to challenge authority 

Quote: “All animals are equal. But some animals are more equal than others.”

2
1984 - Theme of intolerance – excludes even freedom of thought from 

individuals

Quote: “It was a bright cold day in April, and the clocks were striking thirteen.”

3

Brave New World –Theme of control to create perfection and predestined 

categorisation through genetics

Quote: “Words can be like X-rays if you use them properly - they’ll go through 

anything.”

4

Fahrenheit 451 - Theme of control through media - challenges the destruction of 

books in favour of mindless TV

Quote: “A book is a loaded gun in the house next door...Who knows who might 

be the target of the well-read man?”

5
The Handmaid’s Tale - Theme of repression and lack of free will

Quote: “A rat in a maze is free to go anywhere, as long as it stays inside the 

maze.”

6
The Time Machine – Theme of futuristic time travel used to speculates the 

human race evolving into a peaceful utopian society contrasting with brutality.

Quote: “We are always getting away from the present moment.”

B HALF TERM WRITING FOCUS

1

Planning description –

Use of varied sentence 

structures and varied 

openings for best effect.



D APPROACH TO ANALYSIS

1
Answer the question The writer

2
Supporting quote ‘’…………….’’

3
Get technical employs

4

Layered meanings of whole quote & 
word level

INSIDE TEXT

implies

and suggests

because

5
INSIDE OR OUTSIDE TEXT but could 

symbolise

6
Link to perspectives, messages or 

contextual influences
OUTSIDE TEXT

to convey

F CONTEXT
CONVENTIONS – TRADITIONS & CUSTOMS RECOGNISED IN 

DYSTOPIAN WRITING

1 Big Brother

A way of referring to a government, ruler or person in 
authority that has complete power and tries to control 
people’s behaviour, thoughts & limit their freedom. The 
presentation of ‘Big Brother’ will share and highlight 
similarities with real life leaders and regimes throughout 
history and present day.

2 Perceived 
Utopia 

Utopia is a perfect society in which everyone works well 
with each other and is happy.  The themes enables the 
challenging of what characters believe to be true and 
not just accepting what they are told.

3 Post-
apocalyptic 

The aftermath of events that could have potentially 
caused the end of the world.  The setting where a war 
has almost caused the destruction of humankind. This 
then provides the opportunity to create an oppressive 
regime using the fear of annihilation or reverting to a 
state of war.

4 Oppression 

Prolonged, cruel or unjust treatment, usually from the 
people in charge of society.  The protagonist is usually 
subject to oppression and struggles to comply. This 
resistance help build and progress the narrative.

5 Uniformity 

Being the same, or of not changing or being different in 
any way. Dystopian fiction employs the idea of 
uniformity to oppress & control citizens or they are 
punished for being different. Protagonists generally 
pioneer pride in being different

6 Propaganda

Information, ideas, opinions or images, often only giving 
one part of an argument, that are broadcast, published, 
or in some other way spread with the intention of 
influencing people’s opinions.  Propaganda attempt to 
brainwash citizens and create uniformity echoing real 
life World Wars.

E NON-FICTION WRITING STRUCTURE

1 Introduce your views on the situation / issue

2 Develop points and link to the wider community

3 Focus on the big picture, the global significance

4 Counter argument with solutions and actions by individual 
and society

5 Conclude by revisiting your viewpoint



ENGLISH - YEAR 9  – THE CRUCI BLE

A KEY CHARACTERS

1 John Proctor Local farmer

2 Elizabeth Proctor
John’s wife

3 Reverend Parris
Minister of Salem

4 Abigail Williams
Parris’s niece. She had an affair 
with Proctor. Leader of the girls

5 Reverend Hale Witchcraft ‘expert

6 Marry Warren Shy girl who works for Proctor

7 Rebecca Nurse
Local farmer’s wife. She’s known 
for her goodness and courage

8 Deputy- Governor 
Danforth

Judge in charge of trials

9 The Putnams Local couple 

10 Giles Corey Local farmer

11 Tituba Slave from Barbados

C KEY THEMES

1 Loyalty Fear

2 Identity Reputation

3 Lies/Betrayal Revenge

4 Conflict Religion

5 Courage Integrity 

6 Tyranny Greed

B KEY QUOTES

John Proctor Powerful of body, even-tempered and not easily led’
‘She think to dance with me on my wife’s grave

Elizabeth Proctor

She is a cold snivelling woman’  
‘She has an arrow in you yet, John Proctor’  

‘I do not judge you. The magistrate sit in your heart that judges you. I never 
thought you but a good man John- only somewhat bewildered’ 

Abigail Williams

An endless capacity for dissembling’
‘where she walks the crowd will part like the sea for Israel’ (Elizabeth about 

Abigail) 
‘I will come to you in the black of some terrible night and I will bring a pointy 

reckoning that will shudder you’’ 
‘You are pulling Heaven down and raising up a whore’

Danforth
1. ’the voice of Heaven is speaking through the children’

2.I should hang ten thousand that dared to rise against the law’
3. ‘We burn a hot fire here; it melts down all concealment’



ENGLISH - YEAR 9  – THE CRUCI BLE

D HISTORICAL CONTEXT
English Settlers - came to America in 1626 and founded a settlement 
in Massachusetts. They were Christians who followed the teachings of 
the Bible extremely strictly they were Puritans.

Theocracy - Salem society was a Theocracy- a society ruled by 
people who are considered to be guided by God. Community was 
extremely important. 
Puritan Women were seen as socially inferior and had less power than 
men. Children were seen as young adults with no time to play and 
punished if they misbehaved. 

Puritans - Puritans believed in the Devil and witchcraft and when crops 
didn’t grow the community blamed the Devil’s work.

Salem Witch Trials - The Crucible is based on the real Salem Witch 
Trails that happen in 1692 where trails led to mass hysteria and over 
150 people accused of witchcraft. 

Capitalism - Capitalism is a way of life which encourages people to 
work hard to earn money for themselves. 

Communism - Communism is opposite to Capitalism. A communist 
society is one where everyone is equal and there’s no such thing as 
private ownership.  In the 1950s countries like China and the USSR. 

The Cold War – the Cold War (so called because there was no 
fighting, only diplomatic arguments) between USSR and the USA after 
the Second World War brought the fear of Communism.  

McCarthyism - McCarthyism was a real- life ‘witch hunt’ to root out 
communists in America. Joe McCarthy organised a twentieth-century 
version of witch hunting. It ruined 100s of reputation and careers. It was 
used as a way for revenge and those accused were encouraged to 
implicate friends and colleagues to clear their own name. 
Miller wrote The Crucible after being accused of communism. Like 
John Proctor, Miller refused to name any of his colleagues as 
communists.  

E CRITICAL VOCABULARY

1 Fixated Obsessed with something.

2 Conniving Calculating and manipulative.

3 Exploitative 
Willing to take advantage of 

someone else’s weaknesses.

4 Deceitful Deceptive; a liar.

5 Tyrant A cruel and oppressive leader.

6 Tragic Doomed, wretched and sorrowful.

7 Conflicted
Having confused feelings/ believing 

multiple incompatible things at 
once.

8 Honourable Someone who is free of deceit.

9 Virtuous 
Someone who shows high moral 

standards.

10 Pliable Easily influenced.

11 Contrite Showing sincere remorse. 



FRENCH  YEAR 9 – AUTUMN 1

A TV PROGRAMMES
1 Un feuilleton A soap opera

2 Un dessin animé A cartoon

3 Un jeu télévisé A game show

4 Un documentaire A documentary

5 Un film A film

6 La météo Weather forecast

7 Une comédie A comedy

8 Une série médicale A medical series

9 Une série policière A crime series

10 Les infos The news

11 Une émission de télé -
réalité Reality TV show

12 Une émission pour la 
jeunesse A children’s show

13 Un émission  de sport A sport show

14 Un talk-show A talk show

D QUESTIONS

1 Qu’est-ce que tu 
aimes regarder?

What do you like to 
watch?

2 Est- ce que tu 
regardes……? Do you watch…?

3 Pourquoi..? Why..?

4 Quand..? When..?

5 Où..? Where…?

6 Avec qui..? Who with..?

7 Comment..? How…

8 Combien de fois 
par semaine…?

How many times 
per week..?

F ADJECTIVES

1 marrant / amusant funny

2 effrayant scary

3 détendant / relaxant relaxing

4 passionnant exciting

5 captivant gripping

6 enrichissant enriching

7 divertissant entertaining

8 informatif infomative

9 éducatif educational

10 varié varied

11 nul rubbish

12 sensass brilliant

13 casse-pieds annoying

14 formidable terrific

15 chouette great

16 génial great

17 rigolo funny

18 débile idiotic/ridiculous

19 comique comical

20 bête stupid

21 stupide stupid

22 sympa nice

B OPINIONS / CONNECTIVES
1 Je pense que I think that

2 Je crois que I think that

3 Je trouve que I think that

4 à mon avis In my opinion

5 Selon moi In my opinion

6 Quant à moi In my opinion

7 C’est It is

8 Ce n’est pas It isn’t

9 Je le/ la  trouve I find it

10 Parce que because

11 Car because

12 Vu que because

C VERBS

1 Je regarde I watch

2 J’aime regarder I like to watch

3 J’adore regarder I love to watch

4 Ce que j’aime 
c’est What I like is.. 

5 Ce que j’adore 
c’est What I love is.. 

6 J’ai une passion 
pour I love

7 Je ne rate jamais I never miss

8 Je n’aime pas 
regarder I don’t like to watch

9 Je déteste 
regarder I hate to watch

10 Je ne regarde 
jamais I never watch

11 Ce que je n’aime 
pas c’est..

What I don’t like is.. 

12 Ce que je déteste 
c’est .. What I hate is.. 

13 Mon émission 
préférée c’est..

My favourite 
programme is

14 J’ai regardé I watched

15 J’ai vu I saw

16 c’était It was

17 Je regardais I used to watch

18 Je vais regarder I am going to watch

19 Je voudrais 
regarder I would like to watch

20 Je regarderai I will watch

21 ce sera It will be

1 tout le temps ll the time

2 tous  les jours every day

3 tous les soirs every evening

4 le week-end at the weekend

5 une fois par 
semaine once a week

6 toutes les 
semaines

every week

7 souvent Often

8 quelquefois Sometimes

9 de temps en 
temps from time to time

10 toujours always

11 rarement rarely

12 pendant une 
heure for an hour

E                FREQUENCY



FRENCH  YEAR 9 AUTUMN 2

A FILMS

1 une comédie a comedy

2 un western a western

3 un dessin animé a cartoon

4 un film policier a crime film

5 une histoire 
d’amour a love story

6 un film de guerre a war film

7 un film de science-
fiction a sci-fi film

8 un film de d’arts 
martiaux

a martial arts 
film

9 un film d’horreur a horror film

10 un film d’épouvante a horror film

11 une histoire vraie a true story

12 un documentaire a documentary

13 un film sur les 
animaux

a film about 
animals

14 une comédie 
musicale a musical

15 une comédie 
dramatique

a comedy-
drama

16 un drame a drama

17 un film à suspense a thriller

18 un film d’aventure an adventure 
film

19 un film fantastique a fantasy film

20 un film de vampires 
et de sorcières

a film about 
witches & 
wizards

C OPINIONS
1 Je pense que I think that

2 Je crois que I think that

3 Je dirais que I would say that

4 Je trouve ce film I find this film

5

Mon film préféré 

c’est

My favourite film is

6

Mon acteur préféré 

c’est

My favourite actor is

7

Mon actrice 

préférée c’est

My favourite actor (f) 

is

8 C’est génial de.. It is great to..

9 C’est amusant. de. It is fun to..

10 C’est trop cher de.. It is too expensive to..

11 On peut.. You can..

12

voir un film sur le 

grand écran

see a film on the big 

screen

13

voir les films les 

plus récents

see the most recent 

films

14 sortir au cinéma go out to the cinema

15

aller au cinéma 

avec des copains

go to the cinema with 

friends

16

ce qui m’énerve 

c’est…

what annoys me is..

17

..les géants qui me 

bloquent la vue

the giants who block 

my view

18

.les gens qui 

parlent

the people who talk

19

c’est plus 

confortable

it is more comfortable

20

le popcorn coûte 

cher au cinéma

popcorn is expensive 

at the cinema

21

les effets spéciaux 

sont meilleurs

the special effects are 

better

B VERBS

1 je vais au cinéma I go to the 
cinema

2 tu vas au cinéma you go to the 
cinema

3 je préfère… I prefer..

4 regarder un film au 
cinéma

to watch a film 
at the cinema

5 regarder un film à 
la maison

to watch a film 
at home

6 regarder un film en 
DVD

to watch a film 
on DVD

7 regarder un film sur 
Netflix

to watch a film 
on netflix

8 j’ai une passion 
pour.. I love..

9 j’ai horreur de .. I can’t stand

10 je suis fan de I am a fan of

11 je ne suis pas fan 
de

I am not a fan 
of

12 je ne regarde 
jamais I never watch

13 récemment j’ai vu recently I saw

14 j’ai regardé I watched

15 c’était it was

16 je voudrais 
regarder

I would like to 
watch

17 j’aimerais voir I would like to 
see

18 ce sera it will be

19 on aime we like

20 on regarde we watch

21 on aime regarder we like to watch

D ADJECTIVES

1 marrant / amusant funny

2 effrayant scary

3

détendant / 
relaxant relaxing

4 passionnant Exciting

5 captivant Gripping

6 enrichissant Enriching

7 divertissant entertaining

8 informatif infomative

9 éducatif educational

10 varié varied

11 nul rubbish

12 sensass brilliant

13 casse-pieds annoying

14 formidable terrific

15 chouette great

16 génial great

17 rigolo funny

18 débile Idiotic/ridiculous

19 comique comical

20 bête stupid

21 stupide stupid

22 sympa nice



G E O G R A P H Y  – Y E A R  9 – U S A

A KEYWORDS
1 Opportunity The advantages of a process 

2 Challenge A disadvantage or barriers to overcome a process

3 Migration The movement of people

4 Immigration People moving into a country

5 Emigration People moving out of a country

6 Push factor A reason to move away from a place e.g. flooding

7 Pull factor A reason to move to a new place e.g. better job 

8 Quality of life The well-being of individuals or groups of people

9 Sustainability Meeting the needs of today without affecting future 
generations 

10 Mitigation Action taken to reduce the long term risk

11 Adaptation To change to suit the environment

D MONITORING AND 3PS
1 Monitoring Collecting of data

2 Prediction Using the data to predict hazards

3 Protection Buildings of structures that withstand hazards

4 Planning Knowing what to do before, during and after a hazard

C EFFECTS AND RESPONSES

1 Primary 
effects Damage caused directly by the hazard

2 Secondary 
effects

A result of the primary effect. (Tsunami, fires and 
landslides)

3 Immediate 
responses

Search and rescue. Keeping people alive.

4 Long term 
responses

Re-building with the aim of returning lives back to normal 
and reducing future risk

E DESERT AND WATER
1 Desert An area that receives less than 250mm a rainfall a year 

2 Water stress Demand for water exceeds the amount of water needed

3 Water security Reliable availability of clean water

4 Water insecurity Not enough water for the needs of the population

5 Water deficit Demand for water is greater than supply

6 Water surplus Water supply is greater than demand

7 Grey water Waste water from homes that can be recycled

B TROPICAL STORMS
1 Tropical storm An area of intense low pressure

2 Evaporation The sun heats up water in the rivers and turns it into 
vapour or steam

3 Condensation When water vapour in the air gets cold and changes back 
into a liquid.  This forms clouds.

4 Coriolis effect The spin of the Earth

5 Latent heat Released when air condenses fuelling the tropical storm

6 Eye The middle of the tropical storm with clear skies

7 Eye wall Huge clouds that surround the eye wall



Y E A R  9  H I S T O R Y :  I N D U S T R I A L  R E V O L U T I O N

A TOPIC VOCABULARY

1 Industrial The process of creating goods in factories using 
machines

2 Revolution The change of system in favour of a new system, at 
times by force

3 Agriculture The practice of farming which involves growing crops 
and the bringing up of animals 

4 Factory A building where goods are created or built

5 Entrepreneur A person who sets up a business

6 Empire A group of countries that are ruled over by a single 
monarch i.e. British Empire

7 Population All the people that are living in a place 

8 Immigration The act of moving to a different country

9 Migration To act of moving to a different area within the same 
country

10 Public Health The health of the entire population in a country 

11 Urbanisation The process of turning a village into a town or city

12 Legislation The process of making or enforcing laws

13 Act A law that has been passed by Parliament

14 Protest The actions you take in order to show you are not 
happy with something and want change

15 Reform A law that has been created to make improvements 
to a persons life

16 Suffragist A group of women who used peaceful methods to try 
and gain the vote

17 Suffragette A group of women who sometimes used violent 
methods to try and gain the vote

18 Representation In terms of voting rights, the people that are allowed 
the vote in a country

B MAIN EVENTS

1
Industrial 
Revolution

A process that began in Britain in the 18th century that saw 
factories and canals built and the economy massively 
improved. 

2
1854 cholera 
outbreak

A disease that is spread through dirty water. In 1854 John 
Snow used maps to discover that the water from the Broad 
Street Pump was spreading cholera.

3 Factory Act In 1833 the Factory Act was passed that prevented children 
under nine working in factories. 

4
Elementary 
Education Acts

A series of education acts between 1870-1893 that made 
education in England and Wales compulsory for children 
between five and thirteen.

5 Public Health 
Act

The Public Health Act, 1875 was passed which meant clean 
water had to be supplied and new sewage systems created.

6
Great Reform 
Act

First passed in 1832 and gave the vote to men  who paid £10 
a year in rent. Furthered in 1867 which gave all adult male 
workers the right to vote.

7
Representation 
of the People 
Act

First passed in 1918, all women over the age of 30 years of 
age were given the vote. 

C HISTORICAL VOCABULARY

1 Primary Source A piece of evidence that is taken from the period in 
which a person is researching i.e. Diary, Newspaper 

2 Secondary Source
A piece of evidence that is taken after the period in 
which you are researching using primary sources i.e. 
Historians book

3 Provenance The origin of a source i.e. who has written it, when 
they have written 

4 Utility How useful or trustworthy a source is

5 Cause A reason we use to explain why an event or 
development happened..

6 Consequence The result of an event and how it affects what comes 
next.

7 Interpretations The view of an historian on an aspect of the past.

8 Significance The importance of an event



MATHEMATICS - YEAR 9 FOUNDATION TERM 1
A NUMBER

1 Order of operations

Brackets

Indices (powers)

Division and Multiplication

Addition and Subtraction

2 Equal Symbols

= is equal to

≠ is not equal to

≈ is approximately equal to

3 Function
A relationship between two sets of numbers: an 

input and an output

4 Inverse function

1. Division is the inverse of multiplication

2. Addition is the inverse of subtraction

3. Square root is the inverse of squaring

4. Cube root is the inverse of cubing

5 Rounding
If the critical digit is a 5 or more, round up. 4 or 

less, round down.

6 Multiplying with decimals
Write decimals as fractions over powers of 10 

and multiply numerators and denominators

7 Dividing with decimals

Write the question as a fraction, multiply 

numerator and denominator by the same power 

or 10 until they are integers. Then divide the two 

numbers.

8 Significant Figures The first significant figure is the first non-zero digit

9 Prime number A number which has exactly two factors.

10 Prime factor 

decomposition

All positive integers can be written as a product of 

prime factors. We use a factor tree to do this.

11 Highest common factor 

using prime factors

Multiply all the terms in the centre of the Venn 

Diagram together, e.g:

HCF: 2 x 2 x 3 = 12

B ALGEBRA

1 Variable A letter used to represent an unknown value

2 Term
Contains numbers or letters, for example:   

2" 13% & 7

3 Expression Contains terms, for example: 2" + 7 3) − 5

4 Expanding brackets
Multiply everything inside the bracket by the number 

outside

5 Factorising

The opposite of expanding brackets.

The terms multiply together to make the original 

expression.

6 Formula
!"#$%&'"(&)(*+',#-%",.&/('$((-&0+),+/*(%1&$),''(-&
2%,-3&$#)4%&#)&*(''()%5

7 Substitute
To put in the place of another. In algebra, this means 

replacing letters with numbers.

8 Naming parts of indices 

(e.g. 3%!)
3 is the coefficient

% is the base

2 is the power, index, order or exponent

10
When multiplying two powers 

with the same base

-" × -#
Add the powers and keep the base the same

-"$#

11
When dividing two powers 

with the same base

-"
-#

Add the powers and keep the base the same

-"%#

12 To raise a power to a power

-" #
Multiply the powers

-"#

13 -& 1

12 Lowest common multiple using 
prime factors

Multiply all of the terms in the Venn Diagram together, 
e.g:

LCM: 2 x (2 x 2 x 3 x 5) = 120



MATHEMATICS - YEAR 9 HIGHER TERM 1
A NUMBER
1 Estimation Round numbers to 1 significant figure, then calculate.

2 Prime factor decomposition All positive integers can be written as a product of prime 
factors. We use a factor tree to do this.

3 Highest common factor 
using prime factors

Multiply all the terms in the centre of the Venn Diagram 
together, e.g:

HCF: 2 x 2 x 3 = 12

4 Lowest common multiple 
using prime factors

Multiply all of the terms in the Venn Diagram together, e.g:

LCM: 2 x 2 x 2 x 3 x 5 = 120

5 Naming parts of indices 
(e.g. 3"!)

3 is the coefficient
" is the base
2 is the power, index, order or exponent

6 When multiplying two 
powers with the same base

Add the powers and keep the base the same
$" × $# = $"$#

7 When dividing two powers 
with the same base

Add the powers and keep the base the same
$"
$# = $"%#

8 To raise a power to a power Multiply the powers
$" # = $"#

9 $& 1

10 Standard form Written in the form $ × 10n where 1 ≤ $ < 10 

11 When the number is greater 
than, or equal to 1 The power is positive .

12 When the number is less 
than 1 The power is negative.

13 Multiplication of numbers in 
standard form Multiply the coefficients, add the powers.

14 Division of numbers in 
standard form Divide the coefficients, subtract the powers. 

B ALGEBRA

1 Identity
When two sides of a relationship such as 2(x+5) ≡ 2x + 10 are 
equal for all values of x. We use the sign with 3 bars rather 
than two do show this.

2 Expression Contains terms, for example: 2( + 7 3+ − 5

3 Solving equations Fine the value(s) of the unknown using balancing.

7 Formula Shows the relationship between variables, written using words 
or letters e.g. . = /0!

10 Expanding Double 
Brackets

Multiply each term in one bracket by each term in the other 
bracket.

11 Arithmetic Sequence The terms increase/decrease by a common difference
The nth term is an + b where n is the common difference.

12 Fibonacci Sequence The next number is found by adding the two previous terms of 
the sequence.

13 Geometric 
Sequence

The terms increase/decrease by a common ratio
The nth term is arn

14 Quadratic Sequence The 2nd difference is constant and the nth term is of the form 
an2 + bn + c

MATHEMATICS - YEAR 9 HIGHER TERM 1
15 Addition and subtraction of 

numbers in standard form
If the powers are equal, add the coefficients.
If not, rewrite with equal powers then add coefficients.

16 Surd The irrational root of an integer 

17 Simplifying a surd Write in the form $ " 1, where a is the largest 
square factor and evaluate $

18 $ " 1 $1

19 $
1

$
1

20 ($ + 1)($ − 1) $! − 1

21 Rationalise a denominator
$
1×

1
1 =

$ 1
1



PHYSICS TRILOGY HIGHER – YEAR 9 – ENERGY

A ENERGY

1 Energy stores

Main 5
Thermal (Internal) energy
Kinetic energy
Gravitational potential energy
Elastic potential energy
Chemical energy
3 Others
Magnetic 
Nuclear
Electrostatic 

2 Energy transfers

Mechanic work (by a moving 
force).
Electrical work (carried by 
electrons)
Radiation (carried by waves)
Heating (moving between 
thermal energy stores by 
conduction/convection)

3 Conservation of 
energy

Energy can be transferred 
usefully, stored or dissipated, 
but never created or destroyed.

The TOTAL amount of energy 
stays the same.

4 Joules (J) The unit of energy; 
1 kilojoule (kJ) = 1000 joules

5 Dissipated
When energy is transferred in a 
way that is not useful, e.g. to the 
thermal energy store of the 
surrounding air particles.

B ENERGY TRANSFERS

1 Falling objects GPE store decreases, kinetic 
energy increases. 

2 Objects Colliding

The kinetic energy stores of the 
objects decreases and thermal 
(internal) energy store of the 
surroundings increases.

3
Energy transfer
in bungee
jumping

As the jumper falls, their 
gravitational potential energy store 
decreases as their kinetic energy 
store increases.

When the cord tightens, kinetic 
energy of the jumper decreases 
and the elastic potential energy 
store of the bungee rope 
increases.

4 Increasing
Efficiency

Lubrication (movement)
Insulation (heating)

C ENERGY EQUATIONS

1 Work Done Work Done = force × distance (along 
the line of action of the force)

2 Efficiency 
(no unit)

with the same equation for power

3 Power (W)



PHYSICS TRILOGY FOUNDATION – YEAR 9 – ENERGY

A ENERGY

1 Energy stores

Main 5
Thermal (Internal) energy
Kinetic energy
Gravitational potential energy
Elastic potential energy
Chemical energy
3 Others
Magnetic 
Nuclear
Electrostatic 

2 Energy transfers

Mechanic work (by a moving 
force).
Electrical work (carried by 
electrons)
Radiation (carried by waves)
Heating (moving between 
thermal energy stores by 
conduction/convection)

3 Conservation of 
energy

Energy can be transferred 
usefully, stored or dissipated, 
but never created or destroyed.

The TOTAL amount of energy 
stays the same.

4 Joules (J) The unit of energy; 
1 kilojoule (kJ) = 1000 joules

5 Dissipated

When energy is transferred in a 
way that is not useful, e.g. to the 
thermal energy store of the 
surrounding air particles.

B ENERGY TRANSFERS

1 Falling objects GPE store decreases, kinetic energy 
increases. 

2 Objects 
Colliding

The kinetic energy stores of the 
objects decreases and thermal 
(internal) energy store of the 
surroundings increases.

3
Energy transfer
in bungee
jumping

As the jumper falls, their 
gravitational potential energy store 
decreases as their kinetic energy 
store increases.

When the cord tightens, kinetic 
energy of the jumper decreases and 
the elastic potential energy store of 
the bungee rope increases.

C ENERGY EQUATIONS

1 Work Done Work Done = force × distance (along 
the line of action of the force)

2 Efficiency 
(no unit)

with the same equation for power

3 Power (W)



B STATES OF MATTER

1 Solid Particles vibrate in fixed positions
Least energetic state

2 Liquid Particles in contact but move randomly
More energetic than solid

3 Gas Particles move randomly, are far apart
Most energetic state

PHYSICS TRILOGY – YEAR 9 – PARTICLE MODEL

A DENSITY

1 Density (kg/m3) = Mass (kg)
Volume (m3)

2 Floating Object with lower density

3 Measure depth

4 Measure height

5 Measure width

6 Measure mass 
with balance

7 Calculate density

8 Measure mass 
with balance

9 Submerge object
in water

10 Measure volume 
of displaced water

11 Calculate density

C PARTICLE MODEL
1 Change of State Mass and temperature is constant

2 Solid warms

3 Solid melts

4 Liquid warms

5 Liquid boils

6 Boiling Point Temperature at which boiling occurs

7 Melting Point Temperature at which melting occurs

8 Evaporation From the surface of a liquid
Can be below its boiling point

9 Internal Energy Energy stored in the particles
Can be kinetic or potential

10 Higher
Temperature Increases internal kinetic energy

11 Changing State Increases internal potential energy

12 Gas Pressure Collision of gas particles and surfaces

13
Effect of 
temperature on 
pressure

Increased temperature, molecules move 
faster
Faster molecules have more collisions
More collisions means more pressure

3
4

5

82.3g
6

7

11

82.3 g

8

9

10

3 4

5

2


